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“A trust leap is the transition in a user’s 
mind from uncertainty about a brand to 
embracing and trusting that brand. It 
progresses from trusting the idea, to 
trusting the institution, and finally to 
trusting the individual.” 

Landing Pages are the bread and 
butter of online advertising - they 
are where you take traffic and 
transform it into conversions. New 
users can often be skeptical of new 
pages. It’s your job as the designer 
to change their mind. 

Strong opinions are formed during 
first impressions, so eliminating the 
“fear of the unknown” and building 
trust instead is the job of your 
Landing Page. 

TRUST THE IDEA

TRUST THE INSTITUTION

TRUST THE INDIVIDUAL 

USER CENTRIC DESIGN

The more options you have to 
choose from, the more stressed you 
become. 

The more decisions you make in a 
given time period, the lower the 
quality of those decisions. Don’t 
overload your user. 
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Make sure you are keeping up with their pace if 
you want to stay in their good graces. 

Providing social proof and groups for users to 
identify with helps solidify their decision to trust 
in your brand. 

Number of Decisions 
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A high bounce rate can mean your site is too sparse or too dense and is scaring 
users away. Find the right balance of information to lower your Bounce Rate and get 
their foot in the door. You should make the decision to convert as simple as possible 
for the user. But you don’t want to have so little information that your page looks 
incomplete. One message, one CTA, one goal.

Simplify. 20% increase in decision simplicity results in a 96% 
increase in customer loyalty, 86% increase in likelihood to 

purchase, and 115% increase in the likelihood to recommend“                                   ”

Legitimizing your brand is where quality matters. Prove you are the real deal 
with a fast page speed for mobile pages, social proof with followings, and 
testimonials that express your expertise.

 

Source: Kissmetrics
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to make a compelling headline

1s delay in your sitespeed can 

result in a 7% reduction in 
conversions.

Social proof variation beat the 

control by 7% with 96% 
statistical confidence

Product reviews are 12x more trusted 
than product descriptions and sales 
copy from manufacturers

of online consumers look at a 
product review prior to making a 
purchase

We trust people more than we trust businesses. So make sure that 
you are putting a face to your brand and fostering a personal 
connection with your users.  

“Using video on 
landing pages can 

increase conversions 
by 86%”

Using personalized video can 
improve your transparency and 
communicate content in new 
and creative ways. And seeing 
other customers testimonials 
goes one step further. 

Bonus:
It works both ways: On Directive 
Consulting’s free-quote page, users were 
37% less likely to convert if they didn’t 
watch the video! 

Use color that connects with the 
emotions you want your readers 
to feel when they interact with 
your content.

People make up their minds 
within 90s of their intial 
interactions with products. About 
62-90% of the assessment is 
based on colors.

PERSONALIZED VIDEOS PERSONALIZED VIDEOS

COLOR THEORY COLOR THEORY

The user is the one who will be navigating your site. So optimizing your 
design and navigation features to make finding your content easy for them. 

QUALITY VS. QUANTITY QUALITY VS. QUANTITY

In today’s post-digital 
marketing world, trust is 
becoming the currency of 
online reputations. Build a 
brand your user can trust and 
they’ll be trust leaping to 
convert before you know it!

Need help designing 
trustworthy Landing 
Pages? Visit our Get-
Quote page for a free 
assessment. 

Neuromarketing tricks and 
well tested color schemes 
will delight the user and 
make their overall user 
experience more positive. A 
happy user is a trusting user. 
And trusting users convert. 


